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"My adventure blossomed on the volcano"
Franchetti, pioneer of the success of Etna wines
"Mount Etna rises through layers of increasingly cold air, higher than the Dolomites. Every
night this air slides along the black dust to the vineyards and subjects them to a sudden
swing in temperature, which first paralyzes them at first, and then makes them distil sugars
and altered, distorted aromas, deviated from what would normally come from the
metabolism of a normal Sicilian plant. It's best to do one's viticulture in climatic
strangeness" these are Franchetti's opening words of the story of his enological adventure
on the volcano. The second one, after the first one which began in 1991 in Val d'Orcia.
That carries on the success of Tenuta di Trinoro's red wines.
The Tuscan experience of Baron Franchetti (his ancestor was Giorgio Franchetti, to give a
better idea, he's the one who bought the Cà d'Oro in Venice in 1894 and did the
restoration of the palace) began from a late passion ("when I was forty, after spending 5
years in New York distributing Italian wines, I decided to produce my own wine in my
property in Tuscany"), that was immediately successful. A fact: the famous critic Robert
Parker rated Tenuta di Trinoro 2009 97/100 points. Already in the first vintage (1998) the
rating was 92/100. Fine Bordeaux blends. "After all, my wine education had place in
Bordeaux, in a magic and innovative period for French viticulture" he says. Furthermore:
Franchetti was very passionate about it, becoming a holistic vintner: enologist, agronomist,
winemaker. From Tuscany to Sicily. Where he has a declared attraction for red and white
wines, that he has being producing in Passopisciaro, in the commune of Castiglione di
Sicilia (Catania). The winery was established in 2001 and was named after the town. We
get there on a radiant day. Just outside the populated center you'll find the road that climbs
up to the cellars. The restoration of the ancient building - you notice it immediately - was
respectful, conservative. You look up towards the peak and you see the spring snow. The
vineyards are, just below, on the black plots sitting at 800, 900 and 1000 meters. We meet
Andrea Franchetti, the day before "Le Contrade dell'Etna", important event for local
vintners and other winemakers coming from far, which, following the steps of the
pioneering baron, have discovered the potential of the vineyards on this mountain.
"Here, up until some time ago, those growing vineyards would make wine for themselves
and then they would either give the grapes away or they would sell in bulk - Franchetti
goes on saying - I arrived here on Etna almost by accident. At first, the Nerello Mascalese,
the local grape variety, didn't convince me. I started growing international varieties. Then I
had to change my mind: the Nerello with its brilliant ruby color, the extraordinary minerality,
was related to the Burgundian Pinot Noir. Therefore, I launched myself in a new project."
Conclusion? The Financial Times reviewer wrote an entire page on him. Thus began the
golden age for Etna wines. Franchetti named his wines after the different Contrade:
Chiappemacine, Porcaria, Rampante, Scaiaranuova. "The Contrade - he explains - are
Etna's crus, ancient feudal properties that over the years have been fractioned but are still
well mapped today. Each of them sits on a different lava flow, with different minerals, grain
sizes and altitudes. This led me to vinify each Contrada separately". Besides these wines
(2500 bottles per Contrada) the baron also makes Passopisciaro, Guardiola (white) and
Franchetti (red). "It's named after me - he says - it's the cellar's most important and
complex wine". An assessment of this past decade proves that other small wineries now

follow his footsteps. And even more: important Sicilian wineries like Tasca d'Almerita and
Planeta have acquired some crus on Etna and have started new productions.
Hence, the event scheduled for March, conceived by Franchetti, and organized in his
cellar at Passopisciaro, has become a must for many people. Last Monday, for the 2012
edition of "Le Contrade dell'Etna", the fifth, there were almost 60 exhibiting producers.
Casual atmosphere, simple although convincing set up. There were producers and a lot of
people tasting the new vintages. There were also foreign buyers from the U.S., from Japan
and from other parts of the world. For them the preview of Vinitaly started here.
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